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big bang. water spreads out. held by gravitational force. the earths wisdom stored within it. 

the water moves into creeks, terrains, plants, organisms, wombs. like amoebas we swim. 

water drops from a mother`s womb. waves of contractions. we`re born like tidal waves. ocean 

currents circulate. organisms and plankton live off the sun light on the ocean surface. making 

photosynthesis. creating oxygen. sustaining the breath of life. water streams, magnetic 

erosions, landmass, wind, waves. sculpting the landscape. moon reflecting light. working 

through tides. a living entity in pulse with the universe. eternal as we flow on the wave of 

dreams in awakened states. harmony brings us back to our memory of origin. merging past, 

present and future. we exist on various levels. in tune with ALL. wind blows our everyday 

worries. we become part of something larger, magical, outside our common understanding. 

light keeps shining. on the sailboat we can touch the horizon. a fresh breeze caresses our 

face. in the distance a sail appears. we don’t know where it comes from. nor where it`s going. 

all feels well and alright. the wind starts blowing, we move on with the waves speed. the mast 

is making comforting sound. cords are pulled and fastened. we change starboard, bending in 

reverence for the large sail moving across. unknown what the weather will bring. hours are 

spent deciphering. we prepare, pull the cords, get wet, get cold, get warm.  we laugh. we cry. 

when the weather quietens the captain tells seafarer tales. gold spin. we drink coffees and 

eat biscuits. the horizon is a dream. cold hands touching, ear, nose, mouth. breathing in and 

out.  we`re in movement. even if sitting still. we move through stories, daydreams, realities, 

thoughts, reflections. make ourselves wiser. becoming who we are. like beings on the eternal 

waves of consciousness. thought is fire and the gift we`re handed. precious. fire onto water.  

where matter originated. awareness penetrated and awakened us. making the space we 

inhabit. right here. right now. night, day, rhythms, cycles, transformations. water exist like it 

always has and always will do. contained by the gravitational force. holy water carries our 

history. our existence. into the very future of our beginnings. memory of origin. 
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